Dirty Energy News

Volume 1. the Dirty Energy Newsletter. From the energy experts at www.USH2.com & KnowledgePublications.com The best energy knowledge you’ve never ever heard of before.

the Dirty Energy Newsletter is NOT what you think it is
I started one of the best publishing companies that only publishes
books on Energy. Mostly on Solar,
hydrogen, fuel cell, biomass,
wood, alcohol, methanol etc...
These are what people could call
‘alternative’ or ‘renewable energy’.
However I refuse to use these
words. NO WHERE on my sites
will you see the words: pollution,
dirty, clean, renewable, alternative, sustainable, global warming,

climate change or any thing to
do with negative promotion. Let
alone the hate promotion of the
enviros. NO ONE wants something that is alternative. Everyone
wants something that is the best,
the fastest, cheapest, easiest,
most powerful. Nothing alternative become mainstream. Only
the best becomes dominate. With
all of the oil, energy and car companies playing pussy with TV ads

(except consol energy) I wanted
to name this the American Energy
Newsletter. I love to wave the
flag. However after long consideration and saying “I’ve had it.”
The irony of calling the newsletter
“Dirty Energy” was not lost on me.
This newsletter will be written
in common daily English. How
people, including me, speak and
I’m known for NOT holding back.
Dirty Energy is born.

The Straw that broke the camels back. Let it begin.
Dirty Energy Newsletter Volume 1.
I’ve had it. I’m SICK and TIRED of
stupidity, junk science and the
worthless damn know-nothing,
incompetent politicians, but I
repeat myself.
The Midwest Renewable Energy
Association Fair (MREA) was a
huge wake up call for me. Actually, it was not a wake up call so
much as the straw that broke the
camel’s back! I knew it but had
not seen it with my own eyes. The
entire field of solar, hydrogen,
fuel cells, natural gas, methane,
biogas etc… has been swarmed
and co-opted by the counter
culture, long haired hippy freak
environmental wackos who have
nothing but revulsion and loathing for everything that man has
done and accomplished. They
have a profound hate of man,
the United States of America

and anything that has to do with
industrial excellence and miraculous technologies that we have
today. These effeminate flute
playing pansies have NO knowledge of science, chemistry nor
history. They only promote and
advocate what could be, while
bitching, moaning and protesting
when our industrial sector uses
world class mass manufacturing
to make viable technologies cost
effective realities. Then they pass,
or try to pass, laws that effectively
castrate the entire economy or
the technology.
So, I’m doing to be the new dictionary definition of Dirty Energy.
You all wrote me and said, “Steve..
start social networking, start a
blog, start twitter, use face book...
come on out and lets hear what
you have to say.” Fine, I’m here.
You want it, you’re gonna get it.
I’ve not only had a passion for the

entire spectrum of history but I
especially have a love of military
history. One of my favorites of
history is General George S. Patton. Patton talked to his men
in the language they spoke. He
gave it to them dirty and straight
so it’d stick. I’m not going to hold
back my language and I’m not going to be nice. I cuss and I swear
and I actually call idiots what
they are and I do it to their face. I
sent hho water fuel idiots away
from my booth at MREA in tears
and screaming like a pig stuck
in a fence while 30 other people
around the booth where applauding and clapping for someone
standing up for real science.
Lead, follow or get the hell out of
the way and if you’re going away
keep your lips SHUT because I
don’t want to hear you whining
as you leave. If you follow this
newsletter you’re gonna get the

best stuff you never knew about
energy from me and you’re going
to get it dirty and straight. Maybe it’ll stick in minds of mush that
have been polluted with the endless tide of crap peddled by babbling TV idiots. This is the start
of the Dirty Energy Newsletter by
Steven Harris of www.USH2.com
So what’s got me to this point?
What is some of the points of key
frustration (other than the blithering pagan earth worshiping
idiots). Well I’ll tell you how we
got here and you’ll be amazed.
My dear friend and mentor Roy
McAlsiter has been working in
the field of hydrogen and energy
since the early 1960’s. If there is
a man on this planet who should
win about three Nobel prizes
for his work, it’s Roy McAlister.
It’s one of my life’s ambitions to
make sure he wins at least one
and I don’t mean an ‘al gore’ Nobel prize either. What an insult.
The Nobel reduced to the level of
an Oscar and the Oscar reduced
to the level of a Boy Scout merit
badge for writing fiction. Roy has
worked in the field for 50 years.
I’ve immersed my life in the field
of science, chemistry, electronics and much more since the
early 1980s. Roy and myself both
have entire notebooks locked
away and filled with possibilities for more great energy stuff
that would blow your mind than
what popular science could ever
dream about publishing in 100
years (we don’t think much of
the fantasy oriented technology
porn that pop sci has published
in the last 20 years).
A friggin idiot senator from
someplace where the people

are dumb enough to elect him
(over and over), is on the TV
Saying, “Solar energy is great
but until there is a technology
break through, its no good right
now.” Senator Idiot could not
find his ass with both hands if he
was naked in a whore house full
of mirrors, and I bet he’s been
there. At USH2.com I published
a book from 1903 titled Solar
Heat which shows solar energy
running a printing press that
published a paper for years. The
Paper was called “The Sunshine
Press.” Current ‘solar power’, also
known as solar photovoltaic (PV),
is the worst thing that ever happened to the solar industry. It’s
a red herring, a distraction. We
had MUCH better solar photons
to electrons efficiencies before
solar PV polluted the field. Yeah,
pre-1970 solar energy, like the
Sunshine Press was better than
1970’s, 80’s, 90’s, 2000’s solar electric PV panels.
On the subject of Senator Idiot’s
falsehood about a technology
breakthrough needed for storing solar energy (or wind energy),
I have a book in my personal
library from 1906. On three pages
it gives you the complete chemistry for the storage of solar energy.
You can capture solar energy,
put it in a truck or train and haul
it to where you want and make
automotive fuel or electricity
as you desire on demand. No
electric power lines needed at the
solar or wind field. It’s pre-WWI
chemistry. When you understand
chemistry and science rather than
have contempt for it, you understand that the ‘technology break
through’ for solar is NOT in the future, its over 100 years in our past.
We have the technology and the

ability to use it NOW. All that is
needed is the determination, fortitude to manage it. I mean 1981
Bill Gates Microsoft licensing
DOS to IBM type of tentacular
fortitude and not a company run
by a committee of lawyers, bean
counters and politically correct
social pansies.
Ok, Great. Roy and Steve have
the technology and the chemistry proved. Why don’t we make
it? The technology is the easy
part. The hard part is the dollars
it takes to make it on a scale that
works and then dealing with the
herd of idiots that comes along
with it. I got so tired of the financial idiots, the venture capitalists,
the angel investors (over a period
of 10 years) that I told them all
to go to hell. It was a parade of
crooks, fools self serving SOB’s
and politicians (but I repeat myself ) just trying to use us.
The ‘edge of technology’ in the
field is not something easy to
do. However there is a lot of
stuff that works that is easy to
do. I had a lot of friends, associates and others who emailed me
that wanted to know how to do
things like solar heat, solar cooling, biomass gasification etc... I
have great books on all of these
subjects in my personal library.
The stuff that works, that is easy
to do and the stuff that you can
do today with what you have
around you today. So I started a
publishing company to publish
the great hands on stuff that really works. The idea is called “Self
Funding.” I wanted to start a company that made the money that
Roy and I needed to make more
technology and to produce more
energy. Then we take that tech-

nology and sell and market it to
our customer base to make more
revenue that we use to make solar
energy fields that cover hundreds
of square miles. I mean real solar
energy fields, NOT worthless
damn sucker solar PV panels.
So we had a plan and a mission
and five years, 70+ books and
DVDs and 60,000+ customers
later we’re moving forward very
well and have one of the best
publishing businesses in the
field of energy-you-can-do. Then
November of 2008 came and so
did the Great Depression of the
21st Century. Sales fell off a cliff.
We were checking our website,
our shopping cart, our merchant
account and everything to make
sure it was all working. It was like
someone took the ‘sales switch’
and turned it off. Sales did not
completely stop. We still have
enough sales to keep the doors
open and to keep the business
open but the forward progress
for us to self fund ourselves to
make a 100 square miles of solar
power has stopped for the moment. (Wait till I tell you the story
of trying to contact T. Boone
Pickens! )
Plus, now we have a socialist
mindset elected and political
cesspool called “cap and trade”
and other problems. Do you
think cap and trade will help the
fields of solar, hydrogen, fuel
cells, biomass and the rest? Well
if you do, you’re wrong. CO2
limitations will gut and disembowel the entire field of solar
and hydrogen. You just might as
well turn the clock back to the
1970’s. If you want to know why,
look for it in a future Dirty Energy
Newsletter. Like I said, I’m going

to give you the best stuff you
never knew about energy and I’m
going to give it to you with both
barrels right in the face. I’m going
to give it to you dirty and straight.
Maybe you’ll remember it.
So, the forward movement of Roy
and Steve and the USA independent solar energy has slowed way
down for the moment. One of the
things I can do right now is talk
and educate. So talk and educate
I am going to do. Either the Lord
has given me the intelligence,
determination and fortitude to
start my life’s work, or he has not.
We will move it forward. If you’re
all excited and giddy and think
you might want to ‘invest’ in Roy
and Steve financially and help us
move forward— Don’t. We won’t
take it. There are only two cooks
in our kitchen and that’s us. Last
thing I need is a committee and
have to break out my Dale Carnegie book (yes, I had the class,
many times). Do you desire to
support us? Then buy our books
and DVDs and webinars that we
have at www.USH2.com www.
USH2edu.com and www.KnowledgePublications.com. What got
us here? What got Roy and Steve
here? You did. Our customers.
You got us here one book and
DVD at a time. We rode here on
your shoulders. I’m not going to
give up on the project and I’m
certainly not going to give up on
you. If you forward this newsletter to a few friends, that helps. If
you blog about us, that helps. If
you send this newsletter to your
elected official, and ask him/
her if they are the idiot I’m talking about in this newsletter, that
helps. The solar energy garden
of Roy and Steve’s needs water. A
dam burst of water is not needed.

A flood of water is not needed.
A thunderstorm or a hurricane
of water is not needed. What
makes a good project or garden
grow is steady gentle rain and
a lot of sunshine. Your support
and communications is our sunshine and your patronage of our
books and DVDs are the gentle
rain drops. One by one they
water our fields. That sounds
poetic. Maybe I can find a flute
player to add music to the poem.
As always, all of my best to you:
our customers, our friends and
especially to our new customers
and friends. What about our enemies or the people who might
of been offended by Dirty Energy
you ask? I don’t give a damn.
Lead, Follow or get the F out of
the way. [ I’m trying not to be
TOO dirty ]
Steven Harris
CEO KnowledgePublications.com
Publisher / Editor of the Dirty
Energy Newsletter.
We send these out as a .pdf so you
can forward it.
Want to be the FIRST to get the Dirty
Energy Newsletter? I publish it every
time I get a chance to write, or something really stupid is in the news or I
get really pissed. :)
Send an email to
dirtyme@knowledgepublications.com

You’ll get a confirmation email that
you must click an OK or something
inside of it, and then you’ll get another confirmtion, and then you’re
ALL OURS for abuse !! p.s. We’re the
only one who emails you, NO ONE
else. You’re OURS, so we don’t rent,
lease or sell your info.

Stuff we like, Resources for You, & Hands on Stuff We Sell
Carbonite has SAVED MY REAR END, my data on at least TWO occations. I trust them, you can too. - Steven Harris

double click on image above for the link
I have been using 1automationwiz for our KnowledgePublications.com shopping cart for many years. We like it, its grown,
and if you are looking for a great cart, double click on the above
graphic.

double click on image above for the link
Follow us on twitter, get the lastest updates, see video and newsletters before others do. We get feedback on our stuff from our
twitter folks before we release stuff.

double click on image above for the link
We have carbonite on all of our main computers to backup our
books and data and stuff we can’t afford to loose. Carbonite
backs stuff up in the background to the carbonite servers on the
net. There IS NO GIG LIMIT and its encrypted and secure.

double click on image above for the link
Follow us on youTUBE, and youtube will let you know when we
add more great videos for you to see.

This is us. This is our website where we have our books and our DVDs that WE PUBLISH. We print them, we publish them, we distribute
them. www.KnowledgePublications.com is our main and original website, but its a LONG name and not as easy to use in advertising
and thus why I use www.USH2.com on different advertising. Its us, its the same thing.

Get 10% off ANYTHING at www.USH2.com with the promo code:

dirtyme10

